FLY WITH CONFIDENCE

WE ARE L3 AVIATION PRODUCTS
A WORLD OF AVIATION SOLUTIONS

L3 Aviation Products is a single solution provider of exceptional quality avionics and services for civil, commercial and military aviation.

We manufacture a diverse line of products, including industry-leading systems in recorders, safety, displays, and avionics systems and electronic systems services. We also offer aftermarket services, including MRO and integrated performance-based logistics.

We are a proven team of trusted and deeply experienced problem-solvers focused on enabling and enhancing the flying experience.

*Safely. Efficiently. Effectively.*
MANY PRODUCTS. ONE TRUSTED PROVIDER.

L3 Aviation Products has logged nearly a half-century of experience serving the aerospace community worldwide – and we do it with pride, professional service and quality every day for every customer.

With a portfolio of product and service offerings that is as diverse as aviation itself, commercial and military operators count on L3 to help determine the system that best meets their needs. Here we provide a high-level overview of our products, services, and capabilities. For more comprehensive and detailed information, visit L3AviationProducts.com

RECORDERS

L3’s family of accident-survivable cockpit, flight voice and data black boxes, as well as retrofit/upgrade solutions, are equipped on business, regional and commercial air transport, and military aircraft and helicopters.

COMBINED VOICE AND FLIGHT DATA RECORDERS (SRVIVR)
This family of Cockpit Voice and Flight Data Recorders (CVFDR) combines the latest in recorder technology with a small, light, fully EUROCAE ED-112-compliant recorder.

90-DAY BEACON UPGRADE
This more capable certified underwater locating beacon for all L3 Cockpit Voice and Flight Data Recorders meets new government requirements for more stringent beacon performance.

FA2100 CVDR COCKPIT VOICE AND DATA RECORDER
This small, lightweight, Solid-State CVDR delivers exceptional performance and reliability with up to two hours of recording capabilities on all four channels.
SURVEILLANCE

ADS-B/1090, Mode S and Air Transport Data Link-capable transponders are essential to implementation of next-generation ADS-B airspace worldwide, and are compliant with DO-260B ADS-B Out mandates. L3’s panel- or remote-mounted transponder systems are advanced, highly accurate and designed for multiple platforms and mission profiles. TCAS integrated surveillance systems provide situational awareness and collision avoidance protection on aircraft worldwide.

NXT-600/-700/-800™ SERIES OF MODE S TRANSPONDERS
Provides civil, commercial and military aircraft and helicopter manufacturers and owners complete capabilities to operate safely and efficiently in NextGen Automatic Dependent Surveillance–Broadcast (ADS-B) airspace. Also available is a standalone WAAS-compliant GPS solution which is interoperable with L3’s family of transponders.

T³CAS® TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
A next-generation integrated communication and surveillance system that combines multiple products (TCAS, TAWS, Mode S and ATSAW) into a single, highly capable system.

TCAS 3000SP™
The TCAS 3000 Surveillance Processor (TCAS 3000SP) delivers TCAS II capability with the option of enhancing the surveillance capability with certified ADS-B In (Automatic Dependent Surveillance–Broadcast) applications.

LYNX SERIES ADS-B TRANSPONDER AND DISPLAY SYSTEMS
Introduces the convenience of touchscreen control, providing a giant leap forward in ease of operation.

DISPLAYS

Developed to meet the exacting safety and security demands and processing requirements of today’s advanced military avionics and systems designers, L3’s highly flexible, high-performance data and video processing solutions.

PANTHR™ LARGE AREA DISPLAY
This rugged, self-contained, fault-tolerant, multi-function airborne display is also a best-value technical solution for the presentation of critical flight and operational data.

ESI-500 ELECTRONIC STANDBY INSTRUMENT
One of the most advanced standby instruments designed specifically for piston and turboprop aircraft and helicopters. The compact unit is scalable and comes standard with altitude, attitude, slip/skid, vertical speed and aircraft track.

EFI-650 CRT-TO-LCD
This lightweight, reliable, cost-effective cockpit display replacement for Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) displays features a modern integrated Active Matrix Liquid Crystal Display (AMLCD).
SERVICES TO
KEEP YOU FLYING.

When you operate industry-leading products, you expect industry-leading services. And with L3 Aviation Products, that’s what you get. More than 900 Aviation Products experts are deployed around the world to provide exceptional after-sale product and technical support in the civil, commercial and military aviation industries. Count on our trained experts to provide real-time solutions for all your aviation support needs.

NOBODY KNOWS L3 AVIATION PRODUCTS BETTER THAN WE DO:

- Component MRO for all products
- Data services for aviation recorders
- GSE to support our products
- Service bulletins to keep you current
- Licensing for our software
- Retrofits and upgrades to support mandatory mods
- Maintenance programs for your convenience (PBH/PBL)
- Exchange programs to keep you flying

OUR SERVICE AND SUPPORT COMMITMENT:

- Fast, reliable repairs
- Technical support when you need it
- AOG support and a centralized help line
- Exceptional quality and service

*AVIATION COMMUNICATION & SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS (ACSS) is a joint venture company of L3 and the Thales Group, a proven aerospace innovator like L3. Together, as ACSS, we have become a leader in avionics systems that increase safety, situational awareness and efficiency for aircraft operators in all phases of flight.
HERE TO HELP

With offices worldwide, L3 Aviation Products is here to help with whatever our customers may need, from selection to support, and everything in between.

PRODUCT SUPPORT
1-855-532-7746 or apsgo@L3T.com

INTERNATIONAL

BEIJING, CHINA
5/F, CBD International Tower
16 Yongan Dongli D551
Chaoyang District
Beijing, 100022
Phone: +86 177 1705 1010

BANGALORE, INDIA
Block No: 1, Laurel, Bagmane Tech Park
C.V. Raman Nagar, Byrasandra,
Bangalore – 560 093
Phone: +91-80-67170254

NORTH AMERICA

ARIZONA
19810 North 7th Avenue
Phoenix, Arizona 85027
Phone: +1 (623) 445-7000

FLORIDA
100 Cattlemen Road
Sarasota, Florida 34232
Phone: +1 (941) 371-0811

GEORGIA
1355 Bluegrass Lakes Parkway
Alpharetta, Georgia 30004
Phone: +1 (770) 752-7000

MICHIGAN
5353 52nd Street SE
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49512
Toll-Free: +1 (800) 253-9525
Phone: +1 (616) 949-6600

ONTARIO
2081 Merivale Road
Ottawa, Ontario K2G 1G9
Canada
Phone: +1 (613) 727-9876 x107
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